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Abstract

11

Being sessile, plants are continuously challenged by changes in their surrounding

12

environment and must survive and defend themselves against a multitude of pathogens.

13

Plants have evolved a mode for pathogen recognition that activates signaling cascades,

14

such as reactive oxygen species, mitogen-activated protein kinase, and Ca2+ pathways,

15

in coordination with hormone signaling to execute the defense response at the local and

16

systemic levels. Phytopathogens have evolved to manipulate cellular and hormonal

17

signaling and exploit hosts’ cell-to-cell connections in many ways at multiple levels.

18

Overall, triumph over pathogens depends on how efficiently the pathogens are

19

recognized and how rapidly the plant response is initiated through efficient intercellular

20

communication via apoplastic and symplastic routes. We review how intercellular

21

communication in plants is mediated, manipulated, and maneuvered during plant-

22

pathogen interaction.

23
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24

Introduction

25

Plants are constantly challenged by their continuously changing environment and are

26

hijacked by a myriad of soil and airborne pathogens. To thrive in these unstable

27

conditions, plants have evolved an excellent cell-to-cell communication system. In both

28

plants and animals, cell-to-cell communication is a process that is highly regulated. Cells

29

must receive the proper information required for specifying cell fate, forming tissues and

30

organs, and building a robust defense mechanism against pathogens. We highlight how

31

intercellular communication is mediated in plants and how pathogens take advantage of

32

this system to dupe plants by exploiting their two main types of communication: apoplastic

33

and symplastic.

34

Apoplastic communication: The apoplast is the space outside the plasma membrane

35

(PM) within which water and solutes can be freely transported across tissues or organs.

36

Therefore, the apoplast is an ideal site for propagating and spreading pathogens from cell

37

to cell. However, plants tightly regulate the essential apoplastic content targeted by the

38

pathogens, such as water, sugar, iron, reactive oxygen species (ROS), and pH, in

39

response to an attack.1–2 Plants also create apoplastic barriers by remodeling their cell

40

membranes and walls in response to pathogens to restrict an infection.

41

A recent study revealed that the apoplast mediates the transport of such hormones as

42

salicylic acid (SA) during pathogen infection in leaves. The accumulation of SA in an

43

apoplast is driven by a pH gradient and is regulated by the cuticle.3 One of the critical

44

apoplastic communication methods is long-distance ROS signaling during the

45

respiratory/oxidative burst in response to abiotic/biotic stimuli. Nicotinamide adenine

2
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46

dinucleotide phosphate oxidase (NADPH oxidase), a PM localized enzyme, produces

47

superoxide radicals in the apoplast, which are converted to H2O2 either spontaneously or

48

by superoxide dismutase present in the apoplast. However, apoplastic communication

49

can be obstructed by apoplastic salt-precipitates.4

50

Symplastic communication: To overcome a rigid cell wall, plants have evolved

51

symplastic communication through pores connecting cytoplasmic streams of two adjacent

52

cells. Traversing the cell wall, plasmodesmata (PDs) are intercellular pores or bridges

53

that allow symplastic communication between adjacent cells. PDs facilitate intercellular

54

trafficking, passage, and signaling between cells.5 Structurally, they are lined by the PM

55

and occupied by an intricate and complex structure of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER)

56

fueled with PD and cytoskeletal proteins, such as actin and myosin. The cylindrical

57

segment of ER connecting two cells is known as a desmotubule. The lipid and protein

58

composition of the PD PM is different from the rest of the cellular PM, which functions as

59

a discrete PM microdomain.6,7 Transmission electron microscopy shows a typical (simple)

60

PD with a diameter of 50 nM.8

61

Besides nutrients, hormones, signaling molecules, and RNA, the PDs actively facilitate

62

the trafficking of numerous non cell-autonomous proteins in different plant organs.9 In the

63

shoot apical meristem, the homeodomain transcription factor WUSCHEL (WUS) is

64

expressed in the organizing center, and its protein moves to the stem cells located at the

65

outermost cell layer through the PD to keep them in an undifferentiated state and thus

66

function noncell autonomously.10 In roots, the cell-fate determinant SHORTROOT (SHR)

67

moves from the stele to the outer layer, which is the endodermis and quiescent center, to

68

control asymmetric cell division that gives rise to the cortex and endodermis to promote
3
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69

the endodermal cell fate and maintain the quiescent center function.11, 12 Both WUS and

70

SHR have been demonstrated to traffic through the PD.

71

The passage of proteins through the PD is highly selective and is mediated by callose

72

(beta-1,3 glucan polymer) deposition at the PD orifice, reducing the size exclusion limit.

73

The PD-located proteins, including PD-localized proteins (PDLPs), PD-associated -1,3

74

glucanase, PD-associated callose binding protein, callose synthase (CalS)/glucan

75

synthase-like (GSL), and remorin-like proteins, regulate PD-callose homeostasis. A

76

decreased PD permeability correlates with ROS accumulation.13 The redox states of the

77

cellular organelles, such as mitochondria and chloroplast, regulate PD permeability.14,15

78
79

Plant-Pathogen Interaction During Cell-to-Cell Communication

80

Preformed defense: As the first line of defense, plants use physical barriers to restrict

81

the spread of pathogens from one cell to another. These barriers include the cuticle in

82

leaves (cutin and waxes) and the cell wall (cellulose, hemicellulose, pectin, and

83

proteins).16,17 In roots, cell-wall modifications include forming Casparian strips in the

84

endodermis and depositing lignin, suberin (phenolic compound), lamellae, and secondary

85

walls.18–19 These act as apoplastic barriers for the entry and colonization of pathogens

86

because mutants that are defective in cellulose or lignin synthesis are more susceptible

87

to pathogens.20

88

The second level of defense includes a range of constitutive secondary metabolites, such

89

as antimicrobial proteins (defensin or defensin-like proteins) and chemicals (saponin and

4
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90

glucosinolates), generally called phytoanticipins.21,22 When a potential pathogen enters

91

the host’s apoplast by releasing cell-wall degrading enzymes,23,24 the ‘danger’ cues (ROS

92

and damage-associated molecular components) can be sensed by neighboring cells via

93

intercellular signaling, priming the neighboring cells through the de novo synthesis of

94

phytoalexins. Phytoalexins (e.g., camalexin) can interfere with the pathogen’s metabolism

95

or maturation, leading to their inhibition. Plants also secrete proteases in the apoplast to

96

suppress bacterial growth at a low pH,25 followed by intricate intra- and intercellular

97

signaling, collectively known as apoplast immunity, an interface between preformed and

98

induced defense.

99

Induced defense: When potential phytopathogens breach the barriers mentioned above

100

and reach the apoplasts, the plants activate the third level of inducible defense. This type

101

of plant-pathogen interaction operates as a zig-zag model in three successive steps:

102

pathogen-associated molecular pattern (PAMP)-triggered immunity (PTI), effector-

103

triggered susceptibility (ETS), and effector-triggered immunity (ETI)26 (Fig. 1).

104

PTI: Plants recognize PAMPs by specific membrane-localized pattern recognition

105

receptors. The recognition of PAMPs (e.g., flg22, a conserved flagellar 22 amino acid

106

long peptide) via pattern recognition receptors (FLS2 and BAK1) induces a complex

107

network of signaling pathways, such as mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK)

108

signaling, Ca2+ signaling, ion flux changes, defense hormones, and transcriptional

109

reprogramming, collectively called PTI (Fig. 1B).26,27 Some defense responses are

110

executed through the apoplast, including the accumulation of apoplastic ROS, a restricted

111

efflux of nutrients from the cytosol to the apoplast, and the production and secretion of

112

antimicrobial compounds, such as camalexin.28–29
5
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113

Moreover, MPK3- and MPK6-mediated phosphorylation of transcription factor WRKY33

114

regulates the production of camalexin.30 One of the hallmarks of PTI is the increased

115

regulation of symplastic trafficking through callose deposition in the PD orifice to limit cell-

116

to-cell communication.31–33 A lower level of callose deposition is often correlated with

117

higher infection and vice versa.34 The PD-localized calcium-binding protein calmodulin-

118

like protein 41 plays a crucial role in flg22-induced PD closure to regulate plant

119

immunity.33

120

Chitin (a fungal PAMP), perceived by the PD PM located lysin motif domain-containing

121

glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored protein 2 (LYM2), triggers PD closure.32 The PD

122

closure does not require the receptor chitin elicitor receptor kinase 1 located in the cellular

123

PM. Cheval et al. demonstrated that LYM2 induces phosphorylation and activation of

124

nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate oxidase respiratory burst oxidase homolog

125

protein D and requires the calcium-dependent protein kinases (CPKs) CPK6 and CPL11

126

to mediate chitin-triggered PD closure through callose deposition.

127

These studies illustrated the specificity and significance of PD in the PTI response that

128

integrates calcium and ROS signaling. However, the degree and mode of action/inhibition

129

cannot be generalized. For instance, the roots have a zone type-specific response. The

130

flg22-induced PTI response is spatially restricted in the root-cap and the elongation zone,

131

whereas elf18 induces little response overall. Moreover, chitin elicits a directional

132

response in the differentiated zone.35,36 Laser-induced cell ablation in the epidermis

133

strongly induces the PAMP response in the stele of the root but not in the neighboring

134

epidermal

cells.35

This

outcome

could

be

due

to

less

counter-mechanical

6
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135

stimulation/pressure from underlying cells or the perception of the collapse of PD integrity,

136

which are of different degrees and quality in cortical and epidermal cells.

137

The application of ROS decreases the permeability of the PD, presumably via regulating

138

callose synthesis and deposition.13,37 However, the mechanism and key players behind

139

the ROS-mediated PD regulation during PTI in unknown. It is speculated that PDLP1 and

140

PDLP5, which are associated with the immune response in Arabidopsis,38,39 could

141

function with the domain of an unknown function protein (DUF26), which is proposed to

142

be involved in ROS perception and signaling40 and thus could mediate PAMP-triggered

143

ROS signals.41

144

ETS: To overcome PTI, some pathogens deliver specialized virulence factors or effectors

145

to the plant apoplast (apoplastic effectors) or directly inside cells (cytosolic effectors which

146

causes disease in susceptible plants, commonly called ETS (Fig. 1C). Pathogens’ diverse

147

effectors may interfere with defense by various mechanisms in a spatially and/or

148

temporally dependent manner, and the mode of invasion and action can vary from effector

149

to effector.42 Some effectors open up natural openings, such as stomata, for apoplastic

150

colonization. Others move from cell to cell, exploiting the intercellular connection and may

151

target different cellular processes. For instance, effector protein RxLR3 from

152

Phytophthora brassicae interacts with the PD‐localized callose synthases CalS1, CalS2,

153

and CalS3 and inhibits callose deposition to promote symplastic cell‐to‐cell trafficking in

154

the leaf.43 In addition, PWL2 and BAS1 effectors secreted by the infection hyphae of the

155

rice blast fungus first accumulate at the biotrophic interfacial complex, then symplastically

156

move from one cell to another. The effectors may move ahead of the infection hyphae,

157

depending on the size of the effector and the cell type.44
7
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158

In contrast, another effector, BAS4, uniformly expressed in the infection hyphae, does not

159

translocate through the cytoplasm. The corn smut effector Cmu1, which disrupts the SA

160

signaling pathway, moves symplastically.45 Bacteria, such as Pseudomonas syringae

161

(Pst DC3000), deliver dozens of effectors using the type III secretion system, affecting

162

multiple

163

communication.46–47 A recent study demonstrated that the movement of effectors, such

164

as other molecules, across the PD largely depends on their molecular weight.48 The cell-

165

to-cell movement of effectors possibly primes host cells for further pathogen

166

colonization.42 The exact mechanism of the movement of effectors through the PD and

167

whether this movement is regulated remain to be deciphered.

168

ETI: Resistant plants have evolved to recognize effectors via intracellular nucleotide-

169

binding and the leucine-rich repeat domain or R-proteins and counterattack by inducing

170

ETI (Fig. 1D). The amplitude and acceleration of ETI are faster than PTI, usually causing

171

localized cell death, called hypersensitive response (HR), at the infection site.

172

However, recent data indicate positive feedback regulation between PTI and ETI. The

173

ETI boosts PTI responses, and PTI strengthens ETI-induced HR during Pst DC3000

174

infection.49 In addition, HR is believed to work in concert with callose deposition.50 One of

175

the hallmarks of ETI is the synthesis of pathogenesis-related (PR) proteins, which are

176

localized to PD in maize and restrict PD permeability.51

177

Recently, more evidence associates ETI with the PD function. For instance, upon

178

recognizing an effector from P. syringae, HopW1-1 induces a resistance response, such

179

as the accumulation of the signal molecule SA, inducing the expression of several

components

and

manipulating

cellular

processes

and

intercellular

8
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180

defense-related genes.52 One of the induced genes is HopW1-1, a member of the PDLP

181

gene family, indicating the role of ETI in PD trafficking.37,53 In addition, PDLP5 and PDLP7

182

negatively regulate the symplastic movement of the Pst DC 3000 effector HopAF1.

183

Another study demonstrated that two effectors, Avr2 and Six5, from the fungus Fusarium

184

oxysporum are required for ETI in the tomato. Further, Avr2 and Six5 interact at the PD,

185

and Avr2 moves from cell to cell in the presence of Six5, causing disease in susceptible

186

plants. However, HR is induced when the I-2 protein recognizes Avr2 in the xylem-

187

adjacent cell of the resistant plant.54 The electrophysical study of HR induced by the

188

effector avrRpt2 revealed the occurrence of a rapid, irreversible depolarization of the

189

membrane that might propagate through the PD.55

190

SAR: Activation of the above-mentioned local defense signaling might lead to the

191

induction of cell-to-cell communication and execution defense responses at the systemic

192

level, known as systemic acquired resistance (SAR) (Fig. 1E). In addition, SAR can be

193

described as the fourth level of defense response because it ensures enhanced

194

resistance against the subsequent pathogenic challenge. Further, SAR activation

195

depends on two signaling pathways to generate signaling molecules, such as azelaic acid

196

and glycerol-3-phosphate: 1) SA and the signaling protein NPR1 and 2) ROS and nitric

197

oxide.56 The SAR signaling molecule is transported from the site of infection to distantly

198

located uninfected tissues.

199

Moreover, SA moves apoplastically, whereas azelaic acid and glycerol-3-phosphate both

200

use the symplastic route to track the vasculature and eventually distribute to systemic

201

tissues.57–58 Defective in induced resistance 1 (DIR1) is a lipid transfer protein involved in

9
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202

SAR, moving symplastically.59 When these signals arrive at systemic tissues, they initiate

203

the de novo synthesis of defense-related molecules, which could lead to activating

204

SAR.56,57,58

205

The PDLPs interact and modulate the stability of SAR components. For instance, azelaic

206

acid induced 1 (AZI1), a DIR1 interacting protein required for SAR, interacts with PDLP1

207

and PDLP5. In addition, PDLP1 and PDLP5 are required for AZI1 stability, and the loss

208

of either PDLP1 or PDLP5 leads to the delocalization of AZI1 to chloroplasts.57,59 The

209

systemic movement of DIR1 is also abolished in plants overexpressing PDLP1 and

210

PDLP5, indicating that feedback regulation through PD is crucial for long-distance SAR

211

signaling.59 It is suggested that PDLPs involved in SAR retain their localization to PD, but

212

PDLPs can relocalize to different cell compartments during defense.39

213

Another mobile element contributing to SAR is pipecolic acid. Pipecolic acid functions

214

upstream of nitric oxide/ROS, azelaic acid, and glycerol-3-phosphate pathways and is

215

synthesized by aberrant growth and death 2 (AGD2)-like defense response protein 1.

216

Wang et al. demonstrated that the accumulation of pipecolic acid and expression of

217

AGD2-like defense response protein 1 are induced by the activation of the MAPK

218

enzyme, MPK3 and MPK6, and the phosphorylation of downstream WRKY33, suggesting

219

the critical role of MAPK signaling in SAR establishment.60

220
221

Cell-to-Cell Communication, Hormones and Defense

222

Plant hormones, such as auxin, gibberellins (GA), abscisic acid (ABA), cytokinins (CK),

223

SA, ethylene (ET), jasmonates (JA), brassinosteroids, and strigolactones, play essential

10
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224

roles in integrating developmental and environmental cues. Although these are

225

transported through the PD, many (e.g., SA, JA, GA, and auxin) regulate PD permeability

226

under stress.38,61–62 In addition to the intercellular movement, phytohormones are

227

detected in the phloem sap (e.g., SA), suggesting that plants may strategically use these

228

micromolecules as signaling molecules at the local or systemic level.63 Pathogens have

229

evolved to manipulate the host defense system by producing hormones or their functional

230

mimics or exploiting their antagonistic relationships and complex cross-talk. We discuss

231

selected hormones involved in defense and PD regulation.

232

SA: The accumulation of SA is required for both basal and induced immune responses.64

233

A recent study found that intercellular communication during ETI is essential for cell

234

survival.65 Moreover, HR in distal tissue from the infection site promotes SA-inducing

235

NONEXPRESSOR OF PATHOGENESIS-RELATED GENES 1 (NPR1) condensation, in

236

which NPR1 associates with an E3 ubiquitin ligase complex, and stress-related proteins

237

are targeted to the proteasome. This phenomenon was not observed in the npr1 mutant,

238

indicating that NPR1 is required for cell survival and inhibits ETI in secondary infections.66

239

Although manipulating hormone signaling may confer resistance in plants, their

240

constitutive induction also leads to pleiotropic effects on plant growth. This can, however,

241

be avoided by the spatiotemporal regulation of gene expression. For example, a rice

242

blast-resistant plant was produced using controlled transcription and translation of NPR1

243

without affecting the growth and yield.67

244

A molecular link between the regulation of immunity, hormonal signaling, and PD

245

permeability has also been demonstrated. A PD resident protein required for PD closure

11
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246

and basal immunity, PDLP5 is expressed at a low level in the absence of a pathogen

247

attack. However, the expression is increased upon a pathogenic attack and the

248

exogenous application of SA.68 Overexpression of PDLP5 reduced the PD permeability,

249

but both overexpression and loss of function result in a compromised SAR.57

250

Another study found that the exogenous application of SA induces callose deposition and

251

regulates PD closure.38 Callose synthase genes CALS1 and CALS8 are upregulated by

252

an increased level of SA and ROS, respectively, both playing a role in PD closure.13 A

253

recent study demonstrated that SA triggers PD closure by reorganizing the PM lipid raft

254

nanodomain.69 In addition, SA modulates the lipid raft-regulatory protein remorin (which

255

is crucial for PM nanodomain assembly) and triggers the compartmentalization of the lipid

256

raft nanodomain. This action results in the closure of the PD to restrict the spread of the

257

virus.69 A remorin from Nicotiana (REM4) was recently found to interact with the effector

258

HopZ1a, inducing ETI.70

259

JA: Plants produce JA, which can be apoplastically or symplastically transported from

260

cell to cell as a defense hormone against various pathogens.71,72 Plants overexpressing

261

PDLP5 have high JA in exudates and a reduced size exclusion limit, suggesting lower

262

symplastic access of JA to the phloem.57 In addition, RipE1, an effector from Ralstonia

263

solanacearum, is delivered in the host through the Hrp type III secretion system.

264

Moreover, RipE1 is a protease that degrades the JAZ repressor and induces the

265

expression of JA-responsive genes. The induction of JA signaling suppresses SA

266

signaling and helps bacteria establish successful infection-bacterial wilt through ETS.73

12
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267

Auxin: Auxin regulates growth and development, which may be closely linked to defense

268

signaling.74 Despite being a small and expectedly freely diffusible molecule, its tissue

269

gradient is highly regulated across the PD through de novo callose deposition.62 The

270

auxin-PD-callose feedback loop regulates the symplastic transport of auxin in the

271

hypocotyl and leaf for the phototropic response in the root for lateral root emergence.75,76

272

The reduction of enzyme activity, such as GLS8/CalS10 (an enzyme involved in callose

273

synthesis), indicates reduced apoplastic auxin transport and increased PD permeability.62

274

The synthesis of callose suppresses cell death induced by a low calcium level. In addition,

275

GSL10/CalS9 is required to alleviate defense response and cell-wall damage under low

276

calcium conditions.77 Furthermore, GSL8 interacts with PDLP5 and GSL10.78 Symplastic

277

transport of other signaling agents, including macromolecules, might be regulated by

278

auxin or regulated with cross-talk in different pathways.62,79 Overall, these data point to

279

an intricate signaling network of defense (calcium signaling and callose synthesis) and

280

hormone (auxin) transportation through the PD.

281

ABA: Abscisic acid is known to play a role in stomatal immunity (closure of the stomata

282

after PAMP perception to restrict pathogen entry) against a broad spectrum of pathogens.

283

However, ABA perception through the PYR1 receptor modulates the cross-talk between

284

SA and ET signaling, redirecting the defense outcome.80 Overexpression of ERF8, an

285

ABA-inducible transcriptional repressor, negatively regulates ABA-mediated signaling

286

and induces PCD in plants. Besides accumulating apoplastic ROS, ABA signaling plays

287

a role in bud dormancy and biotic stress, such as the cell-to-cell spread of viruses and

288

fungi, by regulating the PD permeability through callose deposition, the number of PD,

13
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289

and the formation of a secondary PD.81–82 The antiviral role of ABA is also achieved by

290

the induced expression of RNA-silencing pathway genes.82

291

CK: A recent study found that CK induces systematic immunity in the tomato against

292

fungi, dependent on SA and ET.83 The exogenous application of CK also enhances the

293

formation of a secondary PD in Sinapis alba.84 The PD callose regulates the long-distance

294

movement of CK.85

295

ET and GA: The role of ET and GA in immunity has been extensively studied.86,87

296

However, its dual function in regulating PD permeability and immunity is not yet reported.

297

Moreover, Pst effector HopAF1, whose translocation is regulated by PDLPs during ETI,

298

blocks ET induction to suppress immunity.88 In addition, GA regulates PD permeability,

299

presumably through PD-associated -1,3 glucanase, and the expression of PDBG

300

mRNAs requires GA during development and stress.89–90 Due to this evidence, it would

301

be interesting to study how ET and GA (individually or through hormonal cross-talk)

302

regulate cell-to-cell communication during plant-pathogen interaction.

303

Table: Summary of phytohormone roles in defense and intercellular communication
Hormone
Salicylic acid
Jasmonates

304
305

Affects PD
permeability?
yes
yes

Transport mode
Apoplast
Symplast/apoplast

Defense
role

Role against pathogen

References

ETI, SAR
ETS

38, 57, 66, 91, 92
Biotrophs, necrotrophs
Necrotrophs, biotrophs, 57, 61, 71–73, 93, 94
nematodes
62, 74, 95–96
Auxin
yes
Symplast/apoplast
PTI, ETI
Biotrophs, necrotrophs
97, 98–99
Abscisic acid
yes
Symplast/apoplast
ETI
Necrotrophs
87, 100
Ethylene
Free diffusion/apoplast
ETI
Biotrophs, necrotrophs
101–102
Gibberellins
yes
Symplast
Bacteria, necrotrophs
85, 103
Cytokinins
yes
Symplast
PTI/ETI
Biotrophs, necrotrophs
Notes: ETI: effector-triggered immunity, ETS: effector-triggered susceptibility, PTI: pathogen-associated molecular pattern–triggered
immunity, SAR: systemic acquired resistance
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306

How Pathogens Exploit Hosts’ Cell-to-Cell Connection

307

Pathogens enter a host cell through a natural opening (e.g., stomata), wound, or tissue

308

damage. The mode for infection varies from pathogen to pathogen (Fig. 2). For instance,

309

nematodes and bacteria commonly use the apoplastic passage for colonization, whereas

310

viruses and fungi exploit the symplastic passage for cell-to-cell spread.104,105

311

Nematodes: Sedentary endoparasite cyst nematodes and root-knot nematodes locate

312

the host and penetrate through the roots in second-stage juveniles. The root-knot

313

nematodes migrate through intercellular spaces in cortex, reaching to the xylem

314

parenchyma and inducing the formation of the feeding structure of giant cells.106,107 Cyst

315

nematodes with a more robust stylet migrate through penetrating the cortex and

316

endodermis, reaching the vascular cylinder, and establishing the syncytia.108 Giant cells

317

are symplastically isolated and obtain nutrition through a transport-mediated process,

318

whereas the syncytia are connected to the phloem by the PD.109 Nematodes initiate the

319

de novo formation of unloading the phloem and secondary PD biogenesis between the

320

sieve elements that connect to syncytia to ensure macromolecular trafficking.109–110 They

321

also release effector repertoires that may suppress the host defense response, alter

322

hormone signaling, and modify or degrade the cell wall to ensure a constant nutrient

323

supply and further establish a systemic infection.111

324

Viruses: Plant viruses are biotrophic obligate pathogens known to spread by hijacking

325

trafficking through the PD. They encode the movement protein (MP) to transport their

326

genomes across cells. Different MPs use different mechanisms for virus transport. Some

327

viruses, such as the tobacco mosaic virus, require a single MP and not the coat protein

15
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328

(CP) for intercellular movement. Nontubule forming viruses associate with PD via MP to

329

facilitate movement by increasing the size exclusion limit of the PD.112 In contrast, the

330

cucumber mosaic virus and Alfalfa mosaic virus require a single MP and CP for cell-to-

331

cell movement.113 Some viruses, such as the papaya mosaic virus and potato virus X,

332

have specialized open reading frames, known as triple gene blocks, which are required

333

for movement through the PD and phloem.114

334

Intercellular movement of the Potyvirus, the largest group of RNA viruses, requires

335

diverse host components and at least three viral proteins, CI, P3N-PIPO, and CP.

336

Moreover, P3N-PIPO is the MP that targets CI to PD and forms a conical structure through

337

which the virion or viral RNA/CP complex enters the adjacent cell.115 Some viruses

338

extensively modify the PD. For instance, MP in the cowpea mosaic virus forms growing

339

tubules and replaces the appressed ER, leaving a PM-lined tunnel through which the

340

virus can travel.116

341

Colocalization and interaction studies have demonstrated that the MP from the grapevine

342

fanleaf virus (another tubule-forming virus) colocalizes and interacts with PDLPs.

343

Furthermore, viral tubule and cell-to-cell spread were compromised in the PDLP triple

344

mutant pdlp1/pdlp2/pdlp3. Viroids (small single-stranded, circular RNAs) can also move

345

through the PD and phloem and infect plants.117 Some viruses (e.g., potato leafroll virus)

346

are limited to the phloem. They may move as a virion with the CP, independent of the

347

MP.118

348

Filamentous pathogens (oomycetes and fungi): Typically, biotrophs germinate on the

349

host surface and attach through appressorium, followed by the apoplastic growth of
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350

hyphae, finally forming haustoria (the feeding structure) to obtain nutrients from the host.

351

In contrast, necrotrophs derive nutrients by killing the host tissue and spreading from one

352

cell to another. Hemibiotrophic fungi, such as Magnaporthe oryzae, breach the cuticle to

353

form appressoria (infected cells) and rapidly colonize the host by forming invasive hyphae

354

and secreting effectors, which can migrate from cell to cell and suppress host immunity.119

355

However, the signal/factor that drives the translocation is still debatable.

356

These pathogens use the PD as a suitable entry point to grow and invade the neighboring

357

cells. In addition, invasive hyphae might constrict to pass through the PD.105 Inhibition of

358

a single fungal MAPK, Pmk1, prevents the fungus from infecting neighboring cells.120 Due

359

to their rapid colonization, the disease lesions appear within four to five days. Some

360

oomycetes, such as Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis, exploit stomata to reproduce

361

through the emergence and spread of conidiosphore.121

362

Bacteria: Bacteria can enter plant tissues through natural openings or wounds and

363

colonize the apoplast. However, unlike viruses and fungi, bacteria do not directly enter

364

and spread through the intracellular space, instead delivering effectors using the

365

secretion system. The effectors can diffuse through the interphase between the host cell

366

and bacteria (apoplastic effectors) or translocate through the host cell through the PD

367

(symplastic effectors). In both cases, diffusing and translocating effectors can act on

368

several cells.

369

The predicted translocating signals are type III secretions in bacteria. However, in several

370

cases, the translocation is a pathogen-derived trigger. After translocation, effectors can

371

then localize to different intracellular compartments, such as nucleocytoplasm (HopU1),
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372

chloroplasts (HopN1), mitochondria (HopG1), and the trans-Golgi network/early

373

endosome (HopM1).122–123 Effectors could manipulate the PD function for further

374

susceptibility of plants. For example, HopO1-1, the effector from P. syringae DC3000,

375

interacts with PDLP5 and PDLP7.47 Given that PDLP5 is crucial for bacterial immunity,

376

HopO1-1 degrades PDLP7, presumably after ribosylation. Moreover, HopO1-1 alters PD

377

trafficking contributing to bacterial virulence.

378
379

Cell-to-Cell Movement of Immunity-Related Proteins and RNAs

380

Several proteins involved in growth and development move symplastically from cell to

381

cell.9 However, the intercellular movement of proteins due to biotic/abiotic stress is not

382

yet clearly illustrated. Signaling molecules, such as ROS, participate in various

383

processes, including development and defense.

384

A novel transcription factor, UPBEAT1 (UPB1), modulates ROS by directly regulating

385

peroxidase genes and is also believed to move from cell to cell to specify the position of

386

cellular differentiation.124 In addition, UPB1 modulates the expression of peroxidases and

387

balances ROS between zone proliferation and the elongation zone in the roots. The

388

stabilization and transcriptional activity of UPB1 are enhanced upon phosphorylation by

389

the BIN2 kinase, a negative regulator of brassinosteroid signaling.125 Although

390

brassinosteroids and PTI signaling are antagonistically coupled,126 the direct involvement

391

of a mobile protein, such as UBP1, in the PAMP response has not yet been demonstrated.
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392

Another membrane-associated protein, thioredoxin h9 (TRX h9), acts as an antioxidant

393

through the response to the ROS species and undergoes intercellular movement.127

394

However, TRX h9 has no transmembrane domain. It associates with the membrane

395

through palmitoylation of the Gly and Cys residue in the N-terminal domain. Mutation in

396

these residues also restricts the cell-to-cell movement, indicating that this post-

397

translational modification not only regulates solubility but is also critical for the cell-to-cell

398

movement of TRX h9. Although it has not yet been demonstrated that redox-based

399

signaling is affected by the movement of TRX h9 or UPB1, it is tempting to suggest that

400

regulating the cell-to-cell movement of antioxidants could play a role in preventing

401

oxidative stress in the development and stress responses.

402

Noncell-autonomous functions in plants are also executed by the cell-to-cell or long-

403

distance movement of mRNAs. However, long-distance trafficking of mRNA through the

404

phloem relies on multiple translocation steps from the source to sink through the

405

phloem.128 The detection of mobile mRNA has been demonstrated through grafting,

406

although it has been challenging to identify the population of RNA involved in stress

407

signaling against a background of general systemic signaling.

408

Mobile mRNA is believed to play a critical role in growth and defense/stress regulation.129

409

In pumpkin (Cucurbita maxima), CmWRKYP transcripts, which have a role in the defense

410

response, were detected in the phloem.130 In 2016, Zhang et al. found that many mRNAs

411

are translocated through the phloem under phosphate stress.131 The expression and

412

translocation of phloem-mobile mRNA and micro-RNA (miRNA) occur in a tissue-specific

413

manner. For instance, the miRNA miR399, which plays a role in phosphate homeostasis,
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414

is predominantly expressed in vasculature. Under phosphate deficiency, its expression

415

increases, and it accumulates in roots where it targets PHO2, a negative regulator of

416

phosphate transport.129

417

While the specific subset of miRNA and all small interfering RNA are present in phloem

418

extracts due to their smaller sizes, their role in plant defense is well known.128,132,133 For

419

instance, the tomato miR482/2118 miRNAs target numerous NBS-LRR mRNAs that

420

encode plants’ innate immunity receptors.134 This regulation is lost in virus- and bacteria-

421

infected plants, indicating that miRNAs can be a crucial regulator in some plant diseases.

422

Epitranscriptomic modifications, such as the methylation of cytosine (m5C) and N6-

423

methyladenosine (m6A), regulate gene expression at the post-transcriptional level and

424

the mobility of RNA during stress.135,136 Overall, these suggest that plants may tightly

425

regulate their defense responses through mobile RNAs.

426
427

Conclusion and Perspective

428

Intercellular communication is an essential and highly regulated process, especially

429

during plant defense. This includes the apoplastic and symplastic movement of

430

micromolecules (ROS, hormones, and peptides) and macromolecules (mobile

431

transcription factors). These mobile signals may interact synergistically or antagonistically

432

during PTI, ETI, and SAR and differentially regulate the apoplastic composition or PD

433

permeability. However, how the exact regulatory mechanism works at the transcriptional,

434

epitranscriptional, post-transcriptional, and post-translational levels is still unclear.
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435

Further, how the overall information is integrated at the PD or apoplast and executed at

436

local and systemic levels remains unanswered. A time-efficient realistic approach to

437

exploring a particular plant-pathogen interaction is to use the machine learning technique

438

for multi-omics data integration obtained from organs, tissues, and single cells. Network

439

biology, deep learning, and other machine learning approaches can be applied to predict

440

the strategy through which a pathogen exploits cell-to-cell communication for

441

pathogenesis. Real-time monitoring and advanced imaging of intercellularly transported

442

signaling molecules would help explain how plants (and plant organs) respond, tolerate,

443

and adapt to a given (a)biotic stress. In the long run, these would improve crop resistance,

444

yield, and nutritional quality in efficient and sustainable agriculture, which is ‘the ultimate

445

aspiration’ of this research.

446
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Figure Legend

450

Fig. 1: Plant defense is executed through intercellular communication: (A) Resting stage. Callose

451

hemostasis is regulated by PD-located proteins: PD-localized proteins (PDLPs), PD-associated

452

-1,3 glucanase (PDGB), PD-associated callose binding protein (PDCB), and callose synthase

453

(CalS)/glucan synthase-like (GSL). (B) pathogen-associated molecular pattern (PAMP)-triggered

454

immunity (PTI). Detection of PAMP using a pattern recognition receptor (PRR) activates early

455

immune responses, such as the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) activation of

456

mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK), Ca2+ signaling, defense gene expression, and PD
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457

closure through callose deposition, secretion of secondary metabolites, and the establishment of

458

a ROS wave in the apoplast. (C) Effector-triggered susceptibility (ETS). Effectors delivered by

459

T3SS may negatively regulate MAPK and Ca2+ signaling, inhibiting defense gene expression.

460

Effectors may assist in apoplastic colonization to suppress the immune response or may

461

translocate through the PD to inhibit the systemic response. (D) Effector-triggered immunity (ETI).

462

Effector recognition by R-protein triggers early and late immune responses, such as the synthesis

463

of pathogenesis-related (PR) proteins, and the restricted translocation of effectors by PDLPs

464

helps in HR. (E) Systemic acquired resistance (SAR). Execution of defense responses in distantly

465

located cells mediates mobile signaling molecules translocated through the PD or apoplast. The

466

master regulator of SAR, pipecolic acid, is regulated by MAPK signaling in the local cell.

467

Fig. 2: Phytopathogenic invasion and infection, such as nematodes, bacteria, viruses, and fungi.

468

Nematodes migrate through the apoplast and invade the cell at the feeding site for nutrient

469

acquisition. Nematodes also hijack cellular signaling pathways and generate Plasmodesmatal

470

(PD) biogenesis. Bacteria and viruses enter the apoplast through openings. Bacteria may colonize

471

the apoplast and deliver mobile effectors, whereas the virion can move with the movement protein

472

(MP) by manipulating and exploiting the PD. Unlike these, necrotrophic or biotrophic spores of

473

filamentous pathogens germinate in the host surface, and infection hyphae grow through the

474

intercellular spaces. Most phytopathogens directly or indirectly exploit cell-to-cell connections (the

475

PD, apoplasts, and phloem) for movement, nutrients, or infection.
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